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1 MS. SMITH: My name is Cha Smith. I'm

2 with Kahea, The Hawaiian Environmental Alliance.

3 I have some concerns about the actual --

4 the DEA, the draft environmental assessment, because

5 I actually read it and feel that there's many problems

6 with it, and basically that it's deeply flawed in its

7 lack of assessment of many problems. It fails to meet

8 NEPA's basic requirements to identify some of the

9 potential problems and omits key data and doesn't

10 address viable alternatives that are in existence.

11 One of the things that I think is the most

12 important issue that's come up tonight is economic

13 situation with farmers here is very -- the farmers

14 here are really struggling to survive and to find

15 markets. And one of the problems that I see with

16 irradiators and the reason that the last irradiator

17 failed was that it was in financial ruin because they

18 could not find markets for irradiated food. And this

19 is what I fear, is that the farmers here are being set

20 up because if there are not markets for irradiated

21 food and you guys are putting all your eggs in that

22 basket, it's really, really a problem.08) 524-2090

23 I'd like to see us really look at this

24 serious problem and the serious economic risks

25 involved with irradiated food. It doesn't really
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1 I'm with the Kahea, Hawaii Environmental Alliance.

2 I am very concerned. I, too, read the

3 draft environmental assessment. It didn't take much.

4 It was only 12 pages. And I'm very concerned that

5.- we're making a decision about bringing nuclear

6 material to Hawaii based on 12 pages of assessment.

7 I mean, that's shorter than a high school research

8 paper. Come on. Let's think about it. If there

9 actually was an accident or intentional something

10 happened and the future generations had to live with

11 our decision of bringing a nuclear facility to the

12 Honolulu Airport, at least let them look back upon us

13 and know we made the decision to bring it here based

14 on more information that 12 pages.

15 That's why I'm in strong, strong support

16 of a full environment impact statement. This has to

17 be more thoroughly, carefully assessed. As Mr. Potter

18 said, we have to make an informed decision here, and

19 there are way too many things left unanswered.

20 Obviously issues of terrorism and safety are serious.

21 People have brought it up repeatedly here, and it's

22 the NRC's responsibility to address those.

23 And I agree with the economics as well.

24 We need to look into the other irradiators that have

25 collapsed financially and have led to ruin of many
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1 farming markets.

2 On a personal note, I spend twice as much

3 per pound buying organic food than any other food. If

4 you want to make some money, go organic. You know,

5 the number one thing I spend on my family budget is

6 organic foods, and if we want to -- if you really want

7 to do something to make money, that's the place to do

8 it because we're concerned about our health.

9 MR. TORRES: I don't mean to be

10 disrespectful. We really ran out of time, and we have

11 three individuals I'm going to acknowledge. You will

12 be the last, but after the meeting we're going to stay

13 here and we can have one-on-one conversations.

14 MS. KIMURA: I just have a couple of short

15 questions. My name is Amy Kimura. I have a couple of

16 short questions.

17 One is, what eventually happens to the

18 5,000 gallons of water that are in the irradiator. I

19 imagine you have to change them when you change the

20 cobalt and what's done with that water?

21 MR. TORRES: If you keep asking all these

22 questions, they will be documented and we will

23 evaluate them.

24 MS. KIMURA: The other question is, I

25 don't understand why, when I heard so many Big Island
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